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Writing small business website content from scratch
Optimising and enhancing website content (taking your existing content and making it clearer, more
engaging and conversion-focused, and ensuring it's Google-friendly) 
Writing 'About' pages and bios
Writing SEO-optimised blog posts.

We write words for websites*. 

More specifically, we write search engine optimised (SEO) words. Which sounds very technical and
fancy, but it just means Google will love and understand them as much as humans will. 

We apply our website word wizardry to all kinds of projects, including: 

We're based in Melbourne, but we work with small businesses, sole traders and creatives from all over
Australia.

(*We write words for other things too, but websites are our main game. If you're after other copywriting services, like brochures, social
media content, sales email sequences etc., get in touch and we'll put a customised quote together). 

 

What we do...



Practical: We won't bamboozle you with jargon and word-salad, and we're not into buzzwords and
corporate-speak. We'll just tell you, in simple terms, what we're doing and how it's going to get you
results. 

Collaborative: We don't believe one size fits all. We take the time to understand your goals before we
kick off a project, and we keep you in the loop throughout the entire process. 

Results-focused and sustainable: We work with time-poor businesses, and cash-strapped businesses,
and overwhelmed businesses - we're all of those things ourselves, so we understand! We develop
practical, sustainable, results-focused plans that can be maintained over the long-term. 

 

...And what makes us different

We are:



Services 

We'll write engaging, high-conversion, keyword-focused copy for your website. 

Includes SEO-optimised metadata (page titles, meta descriptions, image file names) plus body copy.

Starting at $1560 for a 5-page website

Blogs play an important part in your SEO and content marketing strategy. 

We'll research and write keyword focused and SEO-optimised blog posts.  

Includes metadata (page titles, meta descriptions, image file names) plus body copy.

Starting at $285 for an 800-word blog post
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We'll give your website a health check and make sure it's performing the way it should. 

Includes a technical audit, a content audit and a usability review. 

Starting at $350.00 for a 5-page website

Do you understand keywords and how they affect your Google ranking? Do you know the 

exact words and phrases your customers are using to search on Google? 

We'll conduct thorough keyword research so you know exactly what words to use in your 

website copy. 

Starting at $310.00 for a 5-page website
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The 'About' page is the 2nd most visited page of a website. Does yours stand out and tell your story? 

Starting at $285.00

General

Copywriting

Need help with a copywriting project not mentioned above? 

Get in touch and we'll prepare a custom quote for you. 

 'About' Pages 

& Bios 



Get in touch! 
hello@ambitcommunications.com.au


